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Where are we going today?
What is Space?
●

How big is the solar system?
●

Earth to the Moon demo

●

What about Mars? Asteroids? Jupiter?

●

Tweets to the Moon and Beyond!

●

Why do we want to go there?

●

What is it like to live in Space?
●

●

What is Space?
●

Space is everything past the edge of the Earth's
atmosphere (100 km/62 miles above the
surface).
●

●

Earth is only a VERY TEENY part of the universe.

In space:
●

●
●

There is no air to breathe. We would pop, freeze and
cook all at the same time without a space suit! There
is no air to slow down things either.
There is lots of radiation, but you can use shields.
You can orbit (go around for a long time) around a
planet or moon.

Space is a Big Place: Our Moon
●

Our moon is about 1/4 the size of Earth, with 1/6th
the gravity, and about 238,900 miles away
●
●
●
●

(or 10 wraps around the
Equator away)

Solar System?
●

Earth, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune pics via NASA

8 Planets (9 when I was a kid) orbit around the
sun, with lots of asteroids, comets, dwarf
planets, and balls of ice and dust.
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DISTANCES ARE IN MILLIONS OF MILES!

NOTE THIS DRAWING IS NOT TO SCALE!!!!!

So if the Earth was a Basketball?
●

Earth to Moon: 25 feet

●

Sun to Earth: 9,792 feet (about 1.85 miles)

●

Earth to Mars (Closest): 5,104 feet (almost a mile)

●

Earth to middle of the Asteroid Belt: about 6 miles

●

Earth to Jupiter (Closest): about 8 miles

●

Earth to Saturn (Closest): about 16 miles

●

Earth to Pluto (Closest): about 72 miles

●

Sun to Alpha Centauri A (Closest Star): about twice
as far as the REAL moon's orbit!

Scale: 800 miles/inch; 9,600 miles per foot; 51 Million miles per mile

If Earth is a Basketball at Fairway
Elementary School?
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If I wanted to Send a Tweet to
someone, when do they get it?
Tweets go out at
the speed of
light, or about
186,000 miles in
one second.
DOUBLE THESE
TIMES TO GET
SOMETHING
BACK!
I just took off!

Where

Time One Way

Moon

~1.3 second

Mars Orbit

~13 minutes

Asteroid Belt

~15 to 30 minutes

Jupiter Orbit

~35 minutes

Saturn Orbit

~1.1 hours

Uranus Orbit

~2.5 hours

Neptune Orbit

~4 hours

Pluto Orbit

~5.2 hours

Oort Cloud

~13 hours

Alpha Centauri

~4.2 years

You mean 13 minutes ago?

How long to get to Moon, Mars?
Using what we have
now, it takes about 1
week to get to the
moon.

●

●
●

●

If we use nuclear
engines, when Mars is
close to Earth, it takes 6
months each way.
If we use regular
rocket engines, when
Mars is close to Earth,
it takes 8-12 months
each way.
pics via NASA, Space X

What do I
need to live in
space?
●

Every Adult Needs
(Very roughly per
DAY):
●

●

1.3 lbs Oxygen

●

4 lbs Water

Everyone lets out:

●

●

Insulation from Heat and Cold
Walls to hold in Air Pressure
Air: Oxygen +
other gasses

1.6 lbs Food

●

●

Radiation Protection

Water

Food
(+ vitamins)

Carbon Dioxide

Liquid wastes
(Urine, sweat, vapor)

Solid Wastes
(You know what)

1.8 lbs Carbon
dioxide
1.1 lbs Feces
4lbs Water in:
Urine+Sweat+Vapor

Energy for
Heat
and Cooling

Energy for
Light
and living

Can I carry it all with me? NO!
●

7lbs per person per day, crew of 4:
1 month = about 840 lbs (about 5 teachers!)

●

●

1 year = 10,080 lbs (2 pickup trucks!) (Most
Mars Missions would take at least a year)
AND IT IS REALLY EXPENSIVE TO LIFT
STUFF UP FROM EARTH! (~$10,000/lb for
now, the cost of a car for jug of juice.)

●

●
●

So just like on Earth, we recycle!

Recycling: On the International
Space Station (ISS) Now?
Carbon
Dioxide

Urine

Air Recycler
and Scrubber
or Plants

Water Cleaner
(or Plants)

Oxygen

Water
●

FOOD

WASTES

Energy Control
Storage

Solar Panels

All the
things
that need
energy

ISS right
now
recycles
just air
and water

Recycling in a Space Farm
Energy

Is this like an
Earth farm?
A river?

Clean water
Habitat

Bacteria
and Fungi

Oxygen
Food
Carbon
Dioxide

Space Farm
PLANTS

Dirty Water with wastes (feces, urine,
etc.)

Brian Versteeg draws really well
this is via NSS site--->

Animals

Algae

Why Go to Space?
People need more places to live. There are LOTS
more places in space then on Earth.
People can mine and make things in space
without polluting Earth. Some things in space can
help Earth.
There are over a trillion dollars of valuable things
on the surface of Moon (one kind can make
energy clean).
People love to explore! Best way to do that is in
person. People also like to take cool vacations!

Flying in the
ISS!

More NASA
Pics at
nasa.gov

Inflatable
Space
Hotels!
I also left out
something
REALLY
important!

Why are there
no beds?

Now this
is playing ball!

In space,
ANYONE
can fly!

Zero Gravity Stations

ZeroGravity Stations are
simple to build, and like
the ISS, let us do research
and build things in space.
ISS via NASA

Orbital Homes in Space
●
●

●

Will rotate to provide gravity!
Will have parks, farms, work places, and yes,
schools!
Can be anywhere in space!
These vids are on the NSS site.

https://vimeo.com/92732220

http://www.nss.org/settlement/space/kalpanaimages.htm

Mars Bases and Settlements
Mars has very thin air, but has water, minerals, and about 1/3
Earth's gravity. You can jump 3 times higher!
Could build cities and settlements underground and on the
surface. Food will be farmed and fresh. Bases will look like a mall.
A good spot to refuel space ships headed to the asteroid belt or
Jupiter or further.
A good spot for asteroid miners to have homes and families.
VERY COOL HIKING!

What are these
patches?

http://www.nss.org/settlement/calendar/2009/RaymondCassel-rcassel_NSS_submission2.htm

Asteroid Mining Stations

Asteroids have
metals which
can be
valuable, and
be used to
make and
refuel
spaceships
and space
settlements

Moon Bases
Moon Bases can be anything from research spots
(like we have in Antartica) to vacation spots (where
you can jump high, and fly with wings, hit a ball really
far, and hike among the craters)

How will it happen?
●
●

First, explorers! (Now) ISS, NASA, ESA, etc.
Next, VACATIONS in space hotels and space
ships

●

Next, WORK in space: Factories, Mines, etc.

●

Next, FAMILIES in space.

●

A permanent space home is also called a
space settlement.

HOW DO YOU GET INTO
SPACE OR DO SPACE STUFF?
Learn all about space: internet, museums, books!
Math and Science are VERY important! But all jobs will eventually help
with space.
Engineers: Of all kinds. They design all the things that go into space
and make space settlements work. Many astronauts are engineers.
Scientists: They find out the things we need to know to go to space,
and find out things about space. Biology, Physics, Geology, Medicine,
Computers.
Artists: Make the drawings and illustrations that help people understand
space.
Doctors and Nurses: Keep people in space healthy.
Business People: Make and run businesses that make things for space.
Teachers (who can also be engineers, scientists, artists, etc. too):
Teach kids like you how to get to space.
Every kid here can do something in space!

THANK YOU!

